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still within sight of New York, and with stones that had built
traditions he built a little bit of old world at his gate, where his
soul and some day his body, might be at rest.
IV
Small incidents sometimes prove decisive factors. If I had
not lunched one day with Korbel, the Czecho-Slovak sculptor,
my plans might have been different, but he happened to
mention that he had an invitation to Mexico to do the bust
of President Obregon, which, however, he could not accept,
as he had to go back to Europe. The idea at once flashed
upon my mind:
" If you are not going to do him, may I ? '
" Of course," he answered.
I decided, therefore, instead of going Europewards with
the annual stream, to avail me of the chance of going farther
south on the American continent.
A few friends said it positively could not be done 1
" A woman and a child cannot go alone to Mexico! "
But would not everyone have said the same of Soviet Russia,
and had I not proved that nothing is true that people say of
conditions in a country where they have not been ?
Dick and I took passage in the steamship Monterey for
Vera Cruz. To get on board a ship and go anywhere has ever
enthralled me, and Dick shares this restlessness of spirit.
He too loves a ship. It was June. The sea was the colour
of the sky, so that you could not tell where the two met on the
horizon, and so transparent that you could see the fishes
deep down. There were flying fishes too, that rose up at our
ship's prow and skimmed over the sea surface like little silver
aeroplanes.
One night Dick stayed up as a great treat. I liked him to
learn to appreciate the beautiful and I wanted him to see how
night comes on the ocean. From behind a cloudbank appeared
a tiny speck of orange. It grew, in as short space as could
be counted in seconds, into a big round moon*

